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What is “academic identity”?

• Today’s specific concern: your online academic 
profile 

• Creating an academic identity can help to 
establish your voice & expertise

• Increase visibility of publications
• Find potential collaborators & co-authors
• Help get a job



What happens when you Google 
yourself?

1. Lots of people with your same name come 
up
– Which one is you?

2. Stuff you wish people wouldn’t see about 
you comes up
– Student rants from ratemyprofessor.com, your 

dead MySpace page, etc.

3. You, your research, your accomplishments



A word on self-promotion

• Reality: academia is still an old boys’ club
• Merit is important, but who you know is also 

important
• Managing and promoting your academic 

identity and accomplishments is a part of 
getting ahead

• It’s not pushy, it’s not arrogant.  



Today’s Topics

• Names/Identity
• Academic Social Media
• Traditional Publication Metrics
• “Altmetrics”



Names/Identity Issues

• What name to publish under?
• Not a one-size fits all answer
• It’s usually best to stay consistent, but that’s 

not always possible, especially for women.
• Tools can help connect your research, 

whatever the name it was published under



Google Profiles

• http://profile.google.com 

• http://scholar.google.com 



Google Profiles



ORCID.org

• “ORCID provides a persistent digital identifier 
that distinguishes you from every other 
researcher and, through integration in key 
research workflows such as manuscript and 
grant submission, supports automated 
linkages between you and your professional 
activities ensuring that your work is 
recognized.”



ORCID.org

• Resolves name disambiguation
• Ensures the correct attribution of scholarship
• Can be linked to unique IDs in other systems and 

automatically add new citations to the ORCID 
account.

• Can be integrated with and capture citations from 
non-traditional research artifacts, such as data 
sets. 

• Integrated with an increasing number of 
publisher and grant agency submission systems



ORCID.org



Names/Identity Issues

• Get your own website.  



Names/Identity Issues

• If you don’t have a professional website at 
your institution, create one for yourself.

• Cheap: Get a domain name and webhost –
BlueHost, DreamHost, HostGator, Namecheap, 
etc.

• Cheap/free: Weebly, Squarespace, Wix
• Free: WordPress.com, Tumblr, about.me



Other “profile” sites

• About.me 
– Graduate student example
– Researcher example
– Faculty example

https://about.me/elizabethkeller
https://about.me/DNLee
https://about.me/lizapotts


Facebook & Twitter

• Yes, it’s ok to have them.



LinkedIn



academia.edu



researchgate.net

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Researchgate is similar to academia.edu but tends to be more popular with scientists.  You can connect it to your Facebook or LinkedIn accounts.You set up a profile.  In addition to listing your education, work, bio, and publications, you can list skills and experiences so that people can ask you for advice.  People can also endorse you for different skills.You can also follow different colleagues:  they give you suggestions based on your institutions, people you have cited, and people who have cited you.  You have a live feed of what the people you follow have done.You can upload your papers and other research materials, but as librarians we recommend that you check your copyright agreements before doing so.



Open Repositories

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we said, you can upload copies of your papers and other research materials into these academic social networking sites.  The advantage of this is that often it’s easier for other scholars to find your work.Open repositories are other places you might want to consider depositing your materials.There is always your institutional repository where most of you will have to deposit your theses.  BEARdocs is Baylor’s institutional repository.You can also deposit in a discipline specific repository such as PubMedCentral (which is actually required for research sponsored by some government agencies).  Or a general repository like FigShare.  You can deposit at all three.  The advantage of FigShare is that when you move institutions or change research focus, you can still deposit all of your material and have it all in one place.



researchgate.net

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Researchgate is similar to academia.edu but tends to be more popular with scientists.  Although the profile here is for one of our business professors.  You can login and connect through your Facebook or LinkedIn accounts.In your profile, in addition to listing your education, work, bio, and publications, you can list skills and experiences so that people can ask you for advice.  People can also endorse you for different skills.You can also follow different colleagues although there appears to be a limit to how many people you can follow:  they give you suggestions based on your institution, people you have cited, and people who have cited you.  You have a live feed of what the people you follow have done.And based on your profile, they often suggest jobs you might want to apply for.You can upload your papers and other research materials, but as librarians we recommend that you check your copyright agreements before doing so.



Open Repositories

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we mentioned, you can upload copies of your papers and other research materials into these academic social networking sites.  The advantage of this is that often it’s easier for other scholars to find your work.Open repositories are other places you might want to consider depositing your materials.  Repositories do not have the networking aspect of the academic social media sites, but at the same time often have institutional backing and are therefore seen as more “legitimate.”First of all, there is always your institutional repository where most of you will have to deposit your theses.  BEARdocs is Baylor’s institutional repository.  Most of you will have to deposit at your thesis in your institutional repository, but you can deposit more than just that.You can also deposit in a discipline specific repository such as PubMedCentral.  Depositing paper here is actually required for research sponsored by some government agencies.  Or you can use a general repository like FigShare.  Some institutions actually use FigShare as their institutional repository. The advantage of FigShare is that when you move institutions or change research focus, you can still deposit all of your material and have it all in one place.You can deposit at all three.  The more the merrier.  Since the more places where people can download your papers, the more likely it is to be downloaded.  The more it’s downloaded, the more likely it is to be read and cited; and in general, the more citations you have the better your academic reputation or identity.



Traditional Bibliometrics

• Journal metrics
• Article metrics
• Author metrics
• Book metrics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like it or not, as an academic you will likely be evaluated based on your publications and citations.  Being aware of how these different measures work will help guide some of your choices in where and what and how to publish.  Of course, you shouldn’t try to “game the system,” but you can make strategic decisions.  I’ll talk about traditional metrics which for now is what hiring and tenure committees will base part of their decisions on.  Eileen will cover altmetrics which currently are not as influential in hiring and promotion, but we feel that might change in the next 5-10 years.  So traditional bibliometrics include statistics about the individual journals you publish in, each article you write, your cumulative influence of your research, and your books.



Bibliometric Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bibliometrics are based on data.So, where does this data come from.There are three major databases which are used for bibliometrics.  They cover much, but not all of the academic disciplines.  So, if your discipline is not well covered, you need to make sure that others outside your field who are evaluating you realize this.The three areWeb of Science by Thompson Reuters previously known as ISI or Institute for Scientific InformationScopus by ElsevierAnd Google Scholar.  Google scholar has much less quality control than the others and is considered less reliable, but it’s convenient and free so some people still use it.



Journal Metrics
Journal Citation Reports
• Impact Factor 

(2-year and 5-year)
• Immediacy Index
• Cited Half-Life

SCImago Journal & Country 
Rank (SJR)

• H index
• 2yr cites
• SJR indicator

Eigenfactor
• Eigenfactor
• Article Influence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s not always easy to decide where to submit articles, but in general you will enhance your academic identity by publishing in a “good” journal.”Some journals “count” more or are “ranked” higher.  In fact, some departments give more credence to journals on their “list.”  So where do these rankings come from?  Please keep in mind that all rankings are discipline dependent so you shouldn’t compare a history journal with a physics journal.The rankings that have been around the longest come from JCR which are based on the Web of Science data.  JCR provides a number of metrics, but Impact Factor is the main one and is the average number of citations received per paper for a given journal during the preceeding two years.  Eigenfactor is another organization that provides ratings based on Web of Science data.Their primary metric Eigenfactor is supposed to be a measure of how much time readers spend with a journal and is greatly influenced by the number of articles in the journal.SJR provides ratings based on Scopus data.The unique metric they have is H-index which is also highly influenced by the number of papers published.2yr Cites is equivalent to impact factor and SJR is equivalent to Eigenfactor but based on Scopus and not Web of Science data.



Article Metrics

• Journal
• Citation counts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So each individual article that you write will also be evaluated.  First, it will be judged based on what journal it is published in.  And we just went over how journals are evaluated.Secondly, it will be judged based on the number of citations it has.  You generally want more citations to enhance your academic reputation. There are studies that have shown that women are much less likely to cite their own papers.  So you need to remember to cite your own relevant papers just don’t overdo it. But each of the databases can give vastly different citation numbers.For example, this is a paper that I wrote that was part of my dissertation.  Web of Science says that it has 34 citationsScopus says that it has 45 citationsGoogle Scholar says that it has 64 citationsVastly different numbers because the journals/conferences/books that they index are different.



Author Metrics

• Total number of papers
• Total citations
• Average citation
• H-index

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part of maintaining your academic identity should include calculating metrics on your complete body of work.  Just like you should update your CV every 6 months, you should check these databases to make that all the articles you have written are correctly attributed to you so that if someone runs these metrics on you, they get the right information.People often list these metrics on their CVs.  And I have been asked to find and calculate these metrics for candidates on the shortlist for a tenure track position here at Baylor.Some of them are pretty obvious.  The total number of papers and the total citations and the average citation per paper.  But the total and average citations can be greatly influenced by a single paper if it has an overwhelming number of citations.  H-index gets around this problem somewhat, but it is highly influenced by the number of papers that have been written.  When comparing people, I often normalize it by academic age (or the years since receiving a PhD).  H-index is the number of papers (h) that have been cited at least (h) number of times.Here’s an example from one of our chemistry professors at Baylor.You list and number all your works from the most cited to the least.  Then you look to see where the list number and the citation number intersect.So, in this example, the h-index is 9.  The first 9 publications have been cited at least 9 times.For those of you who are more visually inclined, you can plot the number of citations versus the document number and see where it intersects this line.



Book Metrics

• Chapter DOIs
• Bibliographies
• Libraries

– Reviews

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, books are a slightly different story from articles.  However, because more and more academic publishers are beginning to give individual chapters DOIs, they can be tracked the same way that journal articles are.Bibliographies are lists of published works in a given year in a given discipline.  Having your book listed in a bibliography is an indication that is accepted as a scholarly work by your discipline.The easiest metric for books is to count how many libraries have a copy of your book.  We use a database called WorldCat to find out that information.  This example is for an assistant professor in the Honors College here at Baylor.  If we blow up this section right here, you can see that 282 libraries have her book.  This is actually a very high number for an academic book.  Generally between 40 and 80 are more common.So what can you do to get more libraries to order your book?First of all, make sure that all the major publications in your field receive a copy of your book so that they can send it out for review.  Other faculty will see the review and ask the library to buy a copy.  However, keep in mind that it can take a few years before a review of your book is published.Make sure that the book shows up on the Chronicle of Higher Education “new books” list.And you might also want to send a copy to Choice and Library Journal which have book reviews aimed at librarians.  These book reviews are generally published within a year after the book is published.
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